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Towards semantic-based 3D mesh modeling
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Abstract— Nowadays, most of the numerical simulations in product maintenance are carried out by several loops of the following steps: 1) CAD model creation/optimization, 2) Finite Element (FE) mesh generation, 3) insertion of semantic data for physical simulation (e.g., material behavior laws, boundary conditions) and 4) FE simulation and analysis of the results. The four steps are repeated for the evaluation of each conceived maintenance solution. The semantic data are attached to the mesh through the use of groups of mesh entities sharing the same semantic characteristics. Thus, any modification of the CAD model always implies an update of the mesh as well as an update of the attached semantic data. This is time-consuming and thus not suitable for industrial maintenance. Moreover, the CAD models do not always exist and should therefore be reconstructed starting from scratch or from the scanned physical object. In this paper, we propose a framework towards the definition of semantics based CAD-less operators wherein semantic enriched meshes are manipulated directly. This work also finds interest in the preliminary design phases where alternative solutions have to be quickly evaluated.

Index Terms — Mesh modification, Finite Element analysis Semantics, semantic preservation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In product maintenance, the optimizations of the structure are classically suggested and numerically simulated before performing the modifications on the real product. It avoids expensive physical experiments when prototyping and assessing new solutions all along the product lifecycle. In industrial production contexte, a crucial issue is related to the need of reducing as much as possible expensive production stops during the maintenance operations. Thus, it is important to be able to provide rapidly a solution improving production machinery characteristics as well as satisfying multiple safety criteria. To do this, experts must have appropriate numerical tools supporting them in rapidly and accurately evaluating different alternative solutions from the mechanical view point. Unfortunately, the existing methodologies for product behavior numerical analysis and solution assessment does not answer to these needs.

Today, most of the product behavior analyses rely on the following steps: a) conceptual solution proposal and its detailed design using Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software, b) complex Finite Element (FE) mesh model preparation, c) specification of multiple FE semantic information useful for FE analysis d), FE simulation, result evaluation and optimization loops (Figure 1). During the optimization steps, geometric modifications are generally performed on the CAD model corresponding to the new solutions, thus requiring a complete regeneration of the FE mesh models and a redefinition of all semantics on it. Figures 1.c1 and 1.c2 show two alternative solutions tested to remove a stress concentration phenomenon detected after the first FE analysis (Fig. 1.d). Here, the changes have been performed on the CAD model thus requiring all the above described steps.

Figure 1 Mainstream methodology for product behavior analysis and optimization (courtesy EDF-R&D).

However, in this context, the CAD models are not always available and/or do not fully fit to the reality that can be measured on the real physical settings using 3D scanning techniques. Thus, the creation of complementary CAD models leads to an additional waste of time and should then be avoided as much as possible. Moreover, such a process is inappropriate to design rapidly alternative solutions since the shape modifications performed on the CAD model require an total re-meshing of the model which needs tuning again the model and makes the previous defined semantics invalid. The re-assignment of all the semantic data is a quite time consuming work. This is especially true when the model contains numerous mesh groups supporting lots of semantic data. For example, the models designed by the EDF (Electricité de France) engineers can contain up to 500 mesh groups. As a consequence, in the prototyping and assessment of structural modifications, even small local changes require expensive complete updating of the simulation model that is critical for
fast studies. Maintaining and updating the previously defined semantic information while performing geometric modifications would strongly reduce the time required for alternative evaluations. An example of semantic information updating could be the propagation of pressure data to the walls of a hole inserted into an object embedded in a fluid.

To overcome these limits, we propose a fast CAD-less prototyping framework working directly at the level of meshes enriched by semantics of geometric nature relative to mesh groups. In this way, the time necessary for FE model preparation can be strongly reduced. The idea is to remove the “hard” steps of re-meshing and FE model preparation by bringing the necessary local modifications directly onto the meshes while maintaining and possibly propagating the semantic data.

In particular, we introduce mesh modification operators that work directly on the semantically enriched FE mesh models (Figure 2). They simultaneously act at the geometric level corresponding to the mesh elements (geometry level), at the group one (low level of shape semantics), corresponding to the FE groups collecting mesh elements characterized by high level semantic data represented at the top level. The operator behavior is driven by both the FE and shape semantics. For what concerns the shape semantics, the operators are considering as the operands (i.e. operated mesh and modifying tool) as well as the shape of the FE groups’ boundaries. All these data are transformed into a set of constraints that drive a 2D/3D mesh deformation engine during the mesh modification operation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes some related works. The types of considered semantic information and the underlying principles related to the semantics preservation during the geometry modification are described in section III. Section IV presents the concept of group and group boundary as support for association and preservation of semantic data. Section V presents geometry operators. Section VI shows some proposal of semantic propagation.

II. STATE OF THE ARTS

Boolean operations on meshes acting purely on the geometry have been largely studied. In [1]-[3], mesh cutting approaches are proposed. They directly split the elements to follow the cutting trajectory, no real attention is provided to the mesh quality required for FE analysis. The cutting operators presented in [4] and [5] privilege the mesh quality but the cutting profile on the mesh does not perfectly match the cutting tool. In [6], Boolean operations are performed on volumetric meshes by evaluating the intersection of the boundary meshes and re-filling entirely the tetrahedral mesh. This is not acceptable when dealing with tuned FE meshes which should be modified only locally. Lira et al. have been working on the computation of potentially multiple intersections between two intersecting meshes [7]. The modifications solely affect the elements directly involved in the intersection. Thus, degenerated triangles, i.e. triangles defined by one or two small angles, may be created thus affecting the mesh quality. Graysmith and al. have proposed a method to join two meshes [8]. The algorithm consists in four steps: contact detection, shell construction, element creation within the shell and mesh assembly. However, their method is not adapted to the treatment of meshes of heterogeneous sizes, as can be the case of FE meshes, and the quality of the elements in the contact area does not fit the FE requirements.

Semantic aspects have been widely detailed and exemplified in the Aim@Shape European Network of Excellence [9]. In industrial design, the semantic data correspond to all the information that is used to design and manufacture a product, its colors, its material, its decomposition into meaningful areas and so on. In the context of FE simulation, they may also correspond to all the data required before running the simulation properly saying: Boundary Conditions (BCs), geometric parameters (thickness of a group of faces), materials and so on [10]. Actually, semantic aspects can be encountered in all the steps of the product lifecycle. Integration and maintenance of semantic information during the product modeling process has been subject of research since many years [11] and [12]. Some approaches try to take into account this application-dependent information during the manipulation and modification of the underlying geometric models. Hamri et al. [13] and [14] have proposed a unified framework to handle and to process the CAD models and FE meshes through an intermediate polyhedral representation. In their approach, the semantic data are taken into account through the specification of partitions whose boundaries may drive a polyhedral simplification method used to adapt the digital mock-up to the various engineering needs (e.g. visualization, FE simulation, clash detection). This is an interesting example on how semantic information can constrain geometric manipulations.

However, to the best of our knowledge, the preservation and propagation of FE simulation semantics during the mesh manipulation have not been addressed yet. Most of the existing methods and software treat the problem from a geometric point of view while forgetting that the geometry is often considered as a support used also to convey semantic information all along the design process. Hence, a specific effort has to be done in this direction.

In this paper we introduce a framework for CAD-less modifications based on local mesh deformations under constraints maintaining FE semantics (FE groups, FE simulation data). The adopted deformation tool produces the objective shapes while insuring the global mesh quality. The constraints are coming from the shape of the operated model, the modification tool and the groups. In the following section our group treatment and mesh deformation method are presented.
The semantic information attached to a FE model may be of different nature:

- High level FE semantics (material, loading, fixation, displacements, etc.) are associated to a part of a mesh with various dimensions (from 0D to 3D) through the use of groups gathering together geometric elements (nodes, edges, faces or volumes).
- Geometric shapes (edges, plane, sphere, cylinder etc.) corresponding to:
  - the shape of the operated mesh model,
  - the shape of the tool modifying the mesh model,
  - the shape of the FE groups,
  - the shape of the FE group boundaries.

Therefore, the proposed CAD-less framework takes into account the semantic information describing both the FE simulation and the shapes. The semantic data are maintained during the mesh modifications by correctly gathering the mesh elements respecting the original groups and by preserving the correct position of the gathered mesh elements.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 3 Merging of triangle meshes preserving semantics**

Figure 3 shows an example of modification of a 2D mesh containing semantic information. The Figure 3.a shows the initial mesh1 to be operated on which two groups G1 and G2 are defined. The modification consists in merging this model with another model mesh2. The mesh merge result is shown by Figure 3.b and the contact zone is re-meshed to avoid the intersection between the triangles of the two meshes. From this example, we can see that without considering the associated semantics we could not correctly decide which elements should finally belong to G1 and G2. There are even triangles laying on the both zone of G1 and G2. This is because during the re-meshing we have lost a kind of boundary of initial groups which is preserved in the merging result shown by Figure 3.c. The group boundary concept is presented in more details in the next section. The two groups are holding correct elements from space partitioning point of view but the shape defined by the initial groups is not preserved because the new triangles have density much bigger. In the merging result shown by the Figure 3.d new nodes have been inserted and their positions are adjusted according to the shape of the group body. The deformation of mesh by repositioning nodes is presented in detail in the section V.

On the new added part which is originally mesh2 we could imagine to propagate group definition on it according to the different semantic information carried. We suppose that there is a group G3 covering both G1 and G2 on which a fluid pressure is defined. This pressure semantic data could be also propagated onto the new added part if the full model is immersed in the fluid. The group propagation possibilities are discussed in section VI.

**IV. GROUP PRESERVATION**

Maintaining and propagating semantic information during the mesh modification operation goes through the preserving of the FE mesh groups (here, we suppose that the semantic of the shapes is also associated to the mesh using groups). In particular, this involves an appropriate handling of mesh group characteristics: the group boundaries (geometric and “virtual”), the group shapes (supporting surface or curve type), topologies (nodes, edges, triangles, etc.).

In this work, we adopt the definition and use of the so-called Virtual Group Boundaries (VGB) given in [15]. Roughly speaking, a VGB is defined by a set of 1D and/or 2D elements located at the group boundary enclosing 0D-3D groups (set of nodes or elements). Nodes on VGB are used to apply additional constraints during the local mesh deformation to make these nodes staying on the shape of the group boundary.

Moreover, several semantics can be associated to the same mesh elements. For example, a part of a surface can receive a pressure and may be of a specific material. Therefore groups can overlap. This means that a mesh entity can belong to partially overlapping groups. To easily set up constraints during the shape modifications and make easier the re-assignment of group definition while re-meshing, we have introduced the notion of Elementary Group (EG) to enable the definition of non-overlapping configurations [15]. An elementary group EG_{k...h} is the set of all the mesh entities e such that e belongs to the groups G_{k...h}. Thus, the group G_k is formed by one or more elementary groups EG_{k...h}.

**V. MESH MODIFICATION OPERATOR**

According to various mechanical engineering needs, a first set of FE modification operators has been designed and can be classified with respect to the following types (Figure 4): material addition, material removal and crack/contact insertion. These operators directly act on an initial/reference FE mesh (A) with a surface primitive (B) used as an operating tool. These operations correspond either to Boolean operations on the reference mesh (for material addition and removal) or as a constrained modification of the reference mesh (for crack/contact insertion). Actually, they can be roughly linked to the classical Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) operators: union and subtraction of meshes. Crack/contact may be seen
as a special case of non-regularized operations.

Figure 4 Three categories of considered Boolean operations

For repositioning the nodes under certain shape constraints and at the same time for maximizing the general quality of the mesh elements we have adopted a deformation tool [16] based on the FDM (Force Density Method). With this approach, the mesh modification results from the resolution of an optimization problem defined by a set of linear and non-linear equality constraints, and an objective function $\varphi$ to be minimized (Eq. 1). The unknowns are the positions of the nodes in the surrounding of the area to be modified. They are gathered together in the unknown vector X. The constraints form a constraint vector $G$ linking some of the node position:

$$G(X) = 0,
\min \varphi(X).$$

Mesh operator modifies on the operated mesh the triangles/tetrahedra intersecting with the tool (mesh or perfect surface) and also optimizes the aspect ratio of both inner and surrounding triangles/tetrahedra. The constraints considered in the deformation are related to:

- the shape of the operated mesh body and its boundary,
- the shape of the tool,
- the shape of the different groups' body and boundary.

VI. TOWARDS SEMANTIC PROPAGATION

The proposed CAD-less operators perform geometric modifications by preserving the semantic data as well as the group definition. It can also handle some semantic data propagation. We details it on one example in the case of mesh drilling. The Figure 5.a shows a cube-like model A on which fluid pressure is defined on the four facets. The arrows represent the pressure produced by fluid. On this example, we want to make a cylindrical hole going through the model. Figure 5.b shows the half of model A in which we can see the half hole realized. Since the pressure is produced by the fluid and the two sides of the hole (top and bottom) received initially the pressure, we can suggest the user to automatically propagate the pressure to the interior cylinder wall of the hole thus saving manipulation times (Figure 5.b).

Figure 5 Pressure propagation in case of a drilling

A planar crack/contact zone is applied on the same model presented by Figure 6.a. Figure 6.d and Figure 6.e showing from different point of view the vase that is split into two sub-parts by a planar cutting tool. Therefore, the initial group G1 (resp. G2) corresponds to the group G1u and G2d (resp. G2u and G2d) in the upper part and the lower part. The red nodes are the ones shared by the two parts. These nodes will be repositioned onto the crack plane through the deformation process. Figure 6.f and Figure 6.g show the result of the de-

VII. RESULTS

This section gives some results relative to the application of the mesh drilling and crack operators on 2D/3D meshes.

First, the cylindrical drilling operator is applied on the triangle mesh of a half-vase segmented in two groups of triangles G1 and G2 (Figure 6.a). The first step aims at removing all the triangles that are completely inside the cylindrical volume defined by the axis and the radius of the hole tool (Figure 6.b). The Figure 6.c shows the result of the local mesh deformation. The drilling interface nodes (IN) are constrained to stay on the cylinder, VGBN nodes are constrained to stay on the identified VGB, and MBN nodes are constrained to stay on the mesh boundary. The transition nodes (TN) are constrained by the shape of the mesh.

Figure 6 Drilling and cracking on 2D FE mesh
formation so that the vase is cracked along the plane.

Second, the cylindrical drilling operator is applied on a cube-like tetrahedral mesh segmented in three tetrahedral groups (Figure 7.a). Here, the segmentation of the volume has been performed so that the resulting boundary between groups 1 and 2 is cylindrical and the boundary between groups 2 and 3 is spherical. As a consequence, some nodes are constrained to stay on the cylindrical tool, some on the spherical VGB, some on both, and so on. For 3D mesh, transition nodes are completely free to move inside the volume. Here, mesh boundary nodes have to stay on the faces of the cube. The Figure 7.b1 shows that tetrahedra inside the drilling cylinder are removed and Figure 7.b2 shows the result of the local mesh deformation when using the minimization of the external forces applied to the bar network coupled to the mesh.

Figure 7 CAD-less operator: drilling on 3D FE mesh

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a framework for the definition of semantic-based CAD-less operators. To maintain attached semantics during the geometric modifications of the FE mesh model, we emphasize the need of implementing new geometric modeling operators able to simultaneously handle geometric and semantic data associated to the FE mesh model. Group boundaries have been identified as the key elements for setting the necessary constraints and for preserving semantic association. The propagation of semantics after the geometric mesh modifications is still in progress.
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